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Icons We Live By:A Comparative Study of Popular Devotion
 
Hiroshi Aoyagi,Scott Hurley,and Erin Pineda?
This collaborative paper examines the social meaning of icons by delving into three compara-
tives cases,China,Catholic America,and contemporary urban Japan.The authors’aim is to
 
demonstrate how prominent icons in these separate cultural areas commonly substantiate the
 
aspect of humans as social beings, or Homo socia?lis signus, who essentially depend upon
 
meaningful signifiers to construe,construct,and transgress their selves in the everyday lifewor-
ld.Two of our case studies,the widespread worshipping of Guanyin among the Chinese people
 
and the popular devotion to Virgin Mary in American Catholicism, illustrate the religious
 
manner in which conventional icons,Guanyin and the Virgin Mary,empower the locals’senses
 
of self-esteem;our other example of idol fetishism in contemporary urban Japan demonstrates
 
the applied significance of devotional mechanisms beyond religious contexts.We conduct both
 
textual and contextual analyses as our methods of investigation:the former approach empha-
sizes specific meanings assigned to popular icons, while the latter approach exposes the
 
pragmatic aspects of popular devotion including the use of icons in the everyday lives of the
 
locals in question.
Quarter of a century ago,Lakoff and Johnson (1980)pointed out how frequently people use
 
metaphors in their everyday speech-acts as a way of enhancing their communication with each
 
other.Although their study tends to assume that what holds valid in the English speaking world
 
is universally applicable,case studies from elsewhere justify their findings as to the communica-
tive efficiency of a word or phrase that designates one thing in order to illustrate another thing
(e.g.,Turner 1974,Bastien 1978,Taussig 1980,Virgillo and Lindstrom 1985,St.Clair 2000).We
 
contend that these cases indicate the tendency of humans to incorporate conventional images
 
in daily rituals,and we hypothesize that religious metaphors are as frequently utilized as other
 
metaphors in the contexts of social interaction so that interacting agents can sustain their
 
spiritual fulfillment.These religious metaphors are what we refer to as icons, the objects of
 
popular devotion.
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Our iconic examples are all institutionally created and offered to the public for popular
 
consumption,Guanyin by the Buddhist Temple,Virgin Mary by the Catholic Church,and pop
-idols by the Culture Industry.Regardless of where on the continuum of mass appropriation
 
versus strategic institutionalization the reality lies,our focus will be on the relationship of laity
 
or broader public with the icon(s)in question,in folk practice and belief,and what this means
 
for the place of the personified objects of communal and commercial importance in the larger
 
image of popular culture.In this line of inquiry,it does not matter whether iconic worship was
 
primarily a ground-up or top-down phenomenon;rather,we are interested in the smaller,more
 
individual questions of why the ordinary worshippers need such an icon,how they have honored
 
it,and what place the icon has come to hold in their lives.
Why,within the fetishism of a divine-qua-human personality,has the role of Virgin Mary,
Guanyin,or a Japanese idol,as intercessor and benevolent protector gained so much importance
 
for its followers?Where does the icon exist vis-a?-vis other “larger”entities such as God,
Buddha, Jesus, or the pop-star of higher standing, and why?What is the place of divine
 
intervention in a modern, techno-centric society?We will use the remaining space to tackle
 
these questions,which constitute a part of our ongoing investigation in“imagology,”the study
 
of the sociocultural significance of images.
The Transformative Role of Icons
 
We begin our inquiry by calling into question the role played by icons in a culture or a society.
As a number of studies in symbolic anthropology have shown, iconic forms and associated
 
rituals can heighten the intensity of communication and therefore enhance the experience of
 
those who are in need of self-transformation. By offering spiritual contentment, icons can
 
generate change in their attendants’existential conditions.Through the worshipping of icons,
the worshippers can reach a new level of consciousness in their life.To borrow from Meade,
icons can pull their followers deeper into life than they would normally choose to go by
 
enlightening who they are,or causing some power to erupt from them,or stripping everything
 
from them until all that is left is their essential self(Mahdi et al.1996:xxi;see also Schechner
 
and Appel 1990,Laderman and Roseman 1996,Goody 1997).
Examples of icons’transformative power include sacred wooden figures called nuchu used by
 
the Cuna shamans of Panama to encourage women during difficult childbirth (Le?vi-Strauss
 
1963).In a similar function,Lenin became the charismatic icon of the Russian revolution that
 
led people to empower their sociopolitical state of being (Moore and Myerhoff 1974). In
 
contemporary Japan,icons of unborn fetuses are used in requiem rituals called mizuko kuyo?
(commemorations of the flushed-away child)as a means to recuperate the would-be parents as
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well as their families from the senses of guilt and discouragement associated with the practice
 
of abortion.Mizuko are considered to have the same moral value as human beings,and their
 
would-be-mothers,othwise regarded as“irresponsible women,”can regain their self-esteem as
 
well as their social status through the performance of mizuko kuyo in a society which stresses
 
social responsibility(Hardacre 1997).
All too often,the transformative power of these and other iconic forms is taken for granted,
yielding descriptions which do not go so far as exposing the exact mechanism in which the
 
transformation operates.Few exceptions in this regard include Schwichtenberg’s study of the
 
world-renowned American pop-diva,Madonna,that demonstrates how this talented performer
 
insinuated herself into various problems of people’s lives by skillfully deploying sociocultural
 
themes such as gender, sexuality, class, generation, and race, and by providing connections
 
between people’s lived experiences and the various discourses in public circulation(Schwichten-
berg 1993;see also Hooks 1992;Frank and Smith 1993)(Figure 1).In light of such a systematic
 
investigation, we compare how Guanyin, Virgin Mary, and Japanese pop idols transform
 
meanings in the minds of their followers as a way of guiding these followers through the
 
transformation of their selves in everyday life.To be sure,we are assuming that transforma-
tions are not necessarily extensive, rare occasions in life. Humans engage in an incessant
 
process of little transformations throughout their lives,and they all need these transformations
 
Figure 1.American teen-idol,Madonna (debuted in 19 82),in a Virgin-like posture.
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in order to sustain their self-esteem.Spiritual contentment by means of iconic devotion can
 
significantly support such a condition of human existence.
With this hypothetical preface,the first portion of our case study by Scott Hurley investi-
gates the role played by Guanyin as the mediator between nirvana and the lifeworld in which
 
the followers are situated.The un-discriminately merciful image of Guanyin has become such
 
a point of celebration among the Chinese people that devotion to her has stretched beyond
 
Buddist texts and Buddhism itself to become a trans-sectarian praxis that draws practitioners
 
of different religious orientations such as Daoism.The second section by Erin Pineda examines
 
the role played by Virgin Mary in American Catholic communities,revealing the transcendental
 
power of icons in creating a space wherein individuals can communicate with the divine in a
 
common language of human need and pain.Where God,Christ,and the Church occupy statuses
 
that are too authoritarian for the common people to comprehend,the widespread images of the
 
Virgin Mary(and other saints for that matter)guide these people in humanized,localized,and
 
thus easily accessible tones.In effect,the Virgin Mary arbitrates the gulf created between the
 
divine and the mundane.Hiroshi Aoyagi’s investigation of contemporary Japanese idols focuses
 
on the popular images of young,media-promoted personalities as“figures that are almost but
 
not quite reachable.”He illustrates how this essential quality of idols help idols perform as
 
benevolent healers of adolescent sentiments that are beset in the fast-paced, dehumanizing
 
conditions of mundane lifeworld in contemporary urban Japan.For youngsters living in such a
 
lifeworld, fashionable idols take the place of Shinto? deities and Buddhist figures,which are
 
considered too sacred,classic,and unfamiliar to provide any spiritual contentment.
Guanyin and the Everyday Realization of the Pure Land
 
Devotion to Guanyin in her various forms ―White-robed Guanyin, Thousand Armed,
Thousand Eyed Guanyin,and Giving of Children Guanyin― has been one of the most significant
 
aspects of popular Buddhist praxis in China.Buddhist practitioners chant her name,read and
 
recite scriptures that explicate her qualities and characteristics,and seek her aid in gaining
 
rebirth in Amitabha Buddha’s Pure Land. In the minds of many, however, the worship of
 
Guanyin has become disassociated from the Buddhist tradition. In classical and pre-modern
 
China,Guanyin devotion was appropriated by religious Daoist adherents who claimed that she
 
was an immortal as well as by Confucian literati who sought her help in fulfilling their filial
 
responsibilities. Today, many Chinese, Buddhist and not, seek Guanyin’s assistance with
 
anything from health problems and psychological disorders to business success and overcoming
 
bad luck.
When discussing Guanyin and devotional practices associated with her,we must realize that
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she no longer is purely a Buddhist divinity,and therefore has meaning for those who do not
 
necessarily regard themselves as Buddhist.In order to understand the role that she plays within
 
the everyday religious lives of the Chinese, I first examine Guanyin’s characteristics as
 
expounded in the canonical literature,namely the Lotus Sutra and The Longer Discourse: the
 
Sutra of the Buddha of Measureless Life.I then discuss the worship of the White-robed Guanyin
 
by late imperial Chinese literati; the story of Princess Miaoshan, the Thousand Armed,
Thousand Eyed Guanyin,and their relationship to modern Chinese pilgrims traveling to Upper
 
Tianzhu Monastery in Hangzhou; and finally, the perception of the bodhisattva held by
 
Foguang Buddhist practitioners today in Taiwan.In so doing,I hope to demonstrate that the
 
worship of Guanyin often has very little to do with Buddhist philosophy and doctrine in any
 
strict sense and instead has far more to do with helping practitioners cope with the struggles
 
and concerns of everyday life.
The name Guanyin (or Guan Shi Yin)literally translates as “Observes the sounds (of the
 
world).”Along with other aspects of the Buddhist tradition,missionaries introduced Guanyin
 
worship into China as early as the 1st century CE.Ever since the fourth century,Guanyin has
 
been one of the most recognized and reverenced deities in China. Representations of the
 
bodhisattva prior to the Song Dynasty (960-1279)were primarily masculine in appearance.
However,around the tenth century the bodhisattva began to assume feminine characteristics.
Images which later displayed attributes of both genders most likely have their scriptural
 
foundations in the Lotus Sutra wherein Guanyin has the supernatural power to assume any form
 
required to relieve suffering.Because this bodhisattva was considered the personification of
 
compassion and kindness,and was the patron of mothers who often called on the bodhisattva
 
for protection during childbirth,the representation of Guanyin in China evolved into a feminine
 
form, a goddess, beginning as early as the 12th century with the sexual transformation
 
completed by the Ming dynasty(sixteenth century).Guanyin’s most well-known female forms
 
include Guanyin of the Southern Ocean,White-robed Guanyin,and Child-giving Guanyin.
Guanyin has long held a place of prominence in Buddhist canonical literature, playing
 
important roles in such scriptures as the Lotus Sutra,the Avatamsaka Sutra, the Heart Sutra,
and the Pure Land suturas.All of these texts contributed significantly not only to the develop-
ment of Chinese Buddhist philosophy, art, and culture in general, but also to the image of
 
Guanyin and what he (or she) represented in China. Perhaps the most well-known textual
 
presentation of Guanyin occurs in the twenty-fourth chapter of the Lotus Sutra entitled“The
 
Bodhisattva Wonderful Sound”―a chapter that later circulated separately throughout Chinaas
 
the Guanyin Sutra. In this chapter the bodhisattva is designated a universal savior who
 
manifests great compassion by transforming into a variety of forms,male or female,young or
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old for the benefit of the various kinds of beings in the saha realm (Yu?1994):
But this bodhisattva manifests himself in various different bodies and preaches this sutra
 
for the sake of living beings in various different places.At times he appears as King
 
Brahma,at times as the lord Shakra ...at times as a householder, at times as a chief
 
minister...And for the sake of those who are in the women’s quarters of the royal palace,
he changes himself into a woman’s form (Watson 1993).
Moreover,Guanyin plays an important role in the Pure Land sutras.The Longer Discourse:The
 
Sutra of the Buddha of Measureless Life indicates that Guanyin resides in the Western Paradise
 
with Amitabha Buddha:“There are two bodhisattvas that are most esteemed...One is called
 
Avalokiteshvara［Guanyin］...the other,Mahasthamprapta...when their lives came to an end,
they were reborn by magical transformation in that Buddha-field of the Buddha Amita
［Amitabha］”(Go?mez 1996).According to traditional Pure Land belief,if the practitioner calls
 
Amitabha Buddha’s name with great faith and pointed concentration then upon his/her death
 
Guanyin will come to guide him/her to the Western Paradise(Figure 2).
From the above two examples, we see that the traits of great compassion and mercy
 
generally associated with Guanyin in China have a scriptural basis.Thus,in order to expound
 
Figure 2. The Three Holiness of the Western Pure Land. A Chinese statue from Northern Wei
 
Dynasty(386-534)(copper,19 cm in height).
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on her virtues and justify her worship,Guanyin’s devotees have often referred to these texts,
explicating passages that detail her many virtuous qualities.However,the canonical founda-
tions for her mercy and compassion as well as the various descriptions of her found in the sutra
 
literature do not alone account for the various representations of Guanyin prevalent in China.
A number of popular religious texts, such as the Precious Scroll of Fragrant Mountain, and
 
apocryphal texts indigenous to China like,for example,The Dharani Sutra of Five Mudras of
 
the Great Compassionate White-Robed One,exist that elaborate on Guanyin’s specific instantia-
tions.It is primarily to these depictions of Guanyin that many people in both traditional and
 
contemporary Chinaturned to express their devotion.
Guanyin has long been associated with children.For example,she is sought out by women for
 
protection during childbirth and is also known as the “Child-giving (songzi) Guanyin,”
petitioned by those who have been unable to conceive children.This latter form of Guanyin is
 
a variation of the White-robed Guanyin (Yu?,1996)that I will be discussing here.In Imperial
 
China,the literati often propitiated the White-robed Guanyin when they were unable to produce
 
a son.Sons in traditional China played important roles in the family:not only did they carry
 
on the family name,but they also had the responsibility of taking care of the ancestors.A
 
family without a son ran the risk of displeasing the ancestors,who could,it was feared,bring
 
disaster and ruin.
Chinese in the late imperial period who turned to Guanyin for help with bearing a male child
 
would often recite The Dharani Sutra of Five Mudras of the Great Compassionate White-Robed
 
One,a text associated with the White-robed Guanyin as a giver of sons.Devotees believed that
 
if they chanted this text with faith and trust in Guanyin’s abilities to perform miracles then the
 
bodhisattva would grant them their wish.The text itself is quite short with only two lines that
 
make specific reference to the bodhisattva:“Homage to Great Compassionate Guanshiyin
 
Bodhisattva;Homage to White-robed Guanshihyin (sic)Bodhisattva”(1996)(Figure 3).
However,appended to the text in a section entitled“Evidence Attesting to the Miraculous
 
Responses of the White-robed Guanshiyin Bodhisattva”is a list of miracles experienced by
 
people who recited this text out of sincere devotion to Guanyin. Consider the following
 
example:
A scholar named Wang Xin and his wife named Zhao of Jiangning (in present Jiangsu-
province) had the misfortune of losing several children. In the spring of 1147 they
 
obtained this sutra and chanted it with faith everyday.On the second day of the fourth
 
month in 1148 a son was born to them.(1996)
This short vignette as well as each of the other miracle stories appended to the sutra indicates
 
that those who turned to the White-robed Guanyin for aid were not interested in how she might
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concerned with having a male child―the lack of which would interfere with their ability to live
 
a quality life as defined by twelfth century Chinese society and culture.In the particular story
 
quoted above,Wang Xin and his wife wanted to have a son to replace the children they had lost.
Doing so would allow them to reenter society successfully,regaining their social status and self
-esteem derived from appropriately caring for the family and ancestors. Guanyin then is a
 
means by which people can reconnect with society,fulfilling their appropriate roles.The divine,
in this case White-robed Guanyin,functions to restore order and harmony between the individ-
ual and society,between the individual’s lifeworld and the relationships that impact his/her life
 
in the“here and now.”
In both traditional and modern China,the legend of Princess Miaoshan has deeply influenced
 
religious piety associated with Guanyin.Though the earliest written account of this tale dates
 
to 1100 CE,the version that has provided the most details about the Princess’life and struggles,
is found in the popular religious text known as the Precious Scroll of Fragrant Mountain
(Xiangshan baojuan),the earliest extant version of which dates to 1773 CE(Yu?1995).According
 
to this text,Princess Miaoshan was one of three daughters born to King Miaozhuang,a cruel
 
and heartless man.Throughout her childhood she led a virtuous life,acting with great compas-
Figure 3.An image of White-robed Guanshihyin from Qin Dynasty(1644-19 11)(lacquer on wood,
62cm in height).
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sion and gentleness toward all beings.Deciding to live a life of religious devotion,she dressed
 
frugally,kept a vegetarian diet,and rejected marriage,a choice which enraged her father who
 
perceived it as a rebellion against his wishes.He thus persecuted the Princess by first imprison-
ing her and then sentencing her to do hard labor.When she still refused to renege on her
 
religious convictions,the king ultimately had her sentenced to death by strangulation.Upon her
 
death,she entered the hell realms with the help of the bodhisattva Dizang and preached about
 
how to gain rebirth in Amitabha’s Pure Land.Lord Yama,concerned that the hell realms would
 
be emptied,entreated her to return to the world of the living.There,learning of her father’s
 
serious illness, she gave up her arms and eyes to heal him. After her father became well,
Miaoshan revealed herself to be none other than the thousand-eyed, thousand-armed bod-
hisattva Guanyin (Irwin 1990,Yu?1995)(Figure 4).
What is perhaps most significant about this story is that Guanyin’s compassion is manifested
 
in her effort to heal another sentient being of disease,not in her preaching of the dharma or
 
teaching of meditation.In other words,she addresses a common concern shared by most human
 
beings―illness.The desire to deal with this concern does not have,at least in the short run,
anything to do with the so-called “loftier”goals of the Buddhist tradition, namely deep
 
Figure 4.An example of the Thousand-eyed,Thousand-Armed Bodhisattva.An 18?century statue
 
from Tibet (copper,43cm in height).
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meditative trance, philosophical and doctrinal understanding, or enlightenment. Rather, it
 
evidences a preoccupation with much more “mundane”issues, those that are of immediate
 
import to the everyday lives of human beings.
By underscoring the bodhisattva’s compassion for all living beings and willingness to address
 
common“life issues,”this story has inspired many Chinese to take pilgrimages to sites in China
 
associated with Guanyin. Pilgrims want to visit places associated with the bodhisattva’s
 
compassion,especially with her miraculous abilities for healing and protection.One of the most
 
famous sites that many pilgrims continue to visit today is the Upper Tianzhu Monastery in
 
Hangzhou,supposedly the site of the first written record of the Princess Miaoshan story.
According to Buddhist studies scholar Yu? Chu?ng-fang (1995), contemporary pilgrims to
 
Upper Tianzhu Monastery are usually retired middle-aged to elderly women who were either
 
farmers or silkworm raisers during their working lives.They usually go to Hangzhou in groups
 
led by guides who look after their needs and practical affairs.Sometimes these groups have
 
spiritual leaders that help them with chanting, singing, communicating with Guanyin, and
 
understanding what to do when visiting the main shrine at the monastery―a process during
 
which pilgrims spend their time offering incense and candles,burning spiritual money,having
 
their incense bags and belts stamped with the seals of the monastery,and having their names
 
and names of family members entered into the temple’s registry(1995).
Most important for our purposes are the reasons given for going on pilgrimage to Upper
 
Tianzhu Monastery:“When asked why they came to Hangzhou,the usual answer was that this
 
was the custom.They felt “at peace”only after they had offered incense at Upper Tianzhu,
knowing that the crop would have a good harvest, the silkworms would be safe, domestic
 
animals and members of the household would be healthy and prosperous”(Yu?1995).Here again
 
we see that people ask for Guanyin’s help not for insight into important Buddhist doctrines,
such as emptiness or no-self,nor for teachings on meditation or sutra recitation,but rather for
 
intercession in their everyday affairs. Pilgrims to Upper Tianzhu Monastery are primarily
 
concerned with how they can improve the conditions of their current lifeworld,“the here and
 
now,”not with enlightenment or rebirth.
Foguang Shan located in Kaohsiung,Taiwan is the center of a large,worldwide organization
 
led by Master Xingyun, a charismatic Buddhist monk who is influential not only in the
 
Taiwanese Buddhist world,but also in Taiwanese politics and society.Master Xingyun and
 
many members of his organization believe strongly that Guanyin continues to perform miracles
 
in the world today.They explain this phenomenon according to the classical Chinese philosophi-
cal principle of resonance(ganying)and the Buddhist doctrine of cause and effect (yingguo).
Resonance(ganying)refers to the notion that when a certain phenomenon of a particular kind
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arises (gan),it will produce related responses (ying)by phenomena of a similar kind.Foguang
 
Buddhists explain resonance as an example of cause and effect whereby a particular cause
 
gives rise to a specific effect.When discussing these concepts,Master Xingyun teaches that
 
strong faith or trust (xin) is an extremely efficacious cause that can engender a powerful
 
response or effect. Thus, sincerely calling upon the name of a Buddha or bodhisattva, or
 
chanting a mantra often results in miraculous occurrences (Chandler 2004).Xingyun and his
 
followers believe that Guanyin is particularly receptive to petitions deriving from sincere faith,
especially in times of great distress:“As evidence,Foguang literature cites incidents when those
 
caught in catastrophic circumstances,such as being trapped in a collapsed building after an
 
earthquake,have survived their ordeal by reciting this bodhisattva’s name”(2004).According to
 
Foguang Buddhists,Guanyin has also been known to respond to earnest petitions from those
 
recovering from disease and severe physical or psychological trauma (2004).
The Devotion to Virgin Mary in Catholic America
 
Worship and recognition of the Virgin Mary in her various forms ―Our Lady of the
 
Immaculate Conception, Our Lady of Remedies, and so forth ―has been, at least from an
 
outside perspective,one of the most salient aspects of popular Catholic devotion in the United
 
States. At times, Protestant theologians and laity have passionately criticized the Catholic
 
Church institutionally and practically of idolatry,alleging that Mary has overshadowed both
 
God and Christ in doctrine and ritual.?These accusations are, of course, part of a larger
 
Protestant-Catholic debate on the “proper”relationship between humanity and the divine, a
 
debate that has witnessed its share of polemics.However,the importance of the Virgin within
 
Catholicism cannot be overlooked,and naturally raises several valid questions.What is the
 
importance of Mary for Catholic believers?What is her role in their lives,and why?
It is perhaps obvious at this point in the development of post-colonial theory to state that
 
popular devotion to and worship of Marian incarnations has ―at different times and in
?As Jones (1964)demonstrates,Protestant scholars such as Philip Schaff found fault with Catholic
 
dogma of Mary’s immaculate―or virgin and therefore sinless―conception of Christ,claiming that it
 
held little legitimacy,was rooted in popular practice rather than scripture, and promoted a nearly
 
blasphemous sort of idolatry.According to Schaff,“We may almost call Romanism the Church of the
 
Virgin Mary―not of the real Virgin of the Gospels,who sits humbly and meekly at the feet of her Lord
 
and Savior in heaven,but the apocryphal Virgin of the imagination,which assigns her a throne high
 
above the angels and saints ...Her worship overshadows even the worship of Christ ...She,the lovely,
gentle,compassionate woman stands in front;her son ...is either the stern Lord behind the clouds,or
 
rests as a smiling infant on her supporting arms.She is ...made the mediatrix between Christ and the
 
believer.”For a specific treatment of this topic,see Jones (1964:210-213).
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different places, for the service of various means ―been both affirmed by institutional
 
Catholicism and its doctrines, and ignored and belittled by it. Specifically in the colonial
 
context,in which the Catholic Church(locally and at large)had a vested interest in the religious
 
participation of the native subject population, it is impossible to extricate the indigenous
 
perception and representation of the Virgin as liberating,enabling,and decidedly local from the
 
strategic “sale”of Mary as the patron saint of the natives by church officials.?One can
 
convincingly argue that the image of the Virgin Mary(in the form of Our Lady of Guadalupe)
was appropriated by the Indian population as a symbol of indigenous unity and spiritual
 
legitimacy;just as easily,one can make a case that she was purposefully used by the Spanish
 
missionaries as a means of incorporation and domination (Figure 5).In fact,I would go so far
 
as to state that one would need to argue both of these positions simultaneously for a complete
 
picture of the place of the Virgin within colonial New Spain and the American Southwest
(Taylor 1987:9,10).However,this subject is not my purpose.
?See Taylor(1987)and Curcio-Nagy(1996)for detailed inquiries into this topic in the case of the Virgin
 
Mary and colonial Mexico.
Figure 5.An image of Our Lady of Guadalupe from an 18?century painting.
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I will examine the work of other scholars in regards to two specific cultic traditions
 
surrounding the Virgin Mary―Our Lady of Guadalupe and Our Lady of Remedies in colonial
 
Mexico―with the intention of pinpointing some of the reasons for Mary’s continued importance
 
in modern Catholic America.I will primarily be examining Marian devotion within the south-
west in this endeavor,due to a particular level of cultural continuity between“Old Mexico”and
 
New Mexico, (although it should be noted that I do not believe this to be a phenomenon
 
exclusive to this part of the country)(McGreevy 2000:405-443;Wojcik 1996:129-148). In so
 
doing, I hope to demonstrate the ways in which practitioners within a scripturally-based
 
institutional structure have created for themselves a relationship with divinity that is transact-
ed in a sort of“vernacular,”and takes place within the context of the everyday world and its
 
mundane struggles,beyond (and despite?)the realm of doctrine and dogma.
It may seem strange,at first,that a figure with so small a space in textual scripture as Mary
 
would come to hold a place of such religious importance in the lives of believers.?Although
 
Mary’s role in the Bible is unquestionably vital―the woman through which the Son of God
 
enters the world,and by extension the medium through which God becomes human―Mary is
 
mentioned only minimally in the New Testament.It is only outside of the traditional Catholic
 
canon that one finds any details of Mary’s family background,childhood,and death;within the
 
Gospels,she is depicted only as she relates to the coming of Christ and his crucifixion (Sered
 
1991:133).Early Catholic doctrine held that Mary as an individual held little or no intrinsic
 
divine value that would make her worthy of worship―it was only her humility and willingness
 
to submit her will to that of God that made her exceptional,and therefore worthy of emulation
(Jones 1964:216,217).Over time,however,as Mary’s import grew among practitioners,she was
 
allotted a larger and more prominent space within the Church:in this case, scripture and
 
doctrine did not prescribe action;rather,doctrine was shaped by“the initiating and directive
 
impact of popular piety”(1964:211).?
The question therefore remains why Mary’s place within the realm of practice and local
 
custom grew to such a magnitude.In their respective research,Taylor,Sered,and Curcio-Nagy
 
point to the gulf between theology and practice,between God and humanity,between the realm
 
of the afterlife and Heavenly bliss and this mortal world of suffering and sin.There existed a
?Or not so strange,perhaps,if we recognize that“tradition,”like“modernity,”exists,is created,and
 
is perpetuated on a level that is not necessarily formal or textual.While text and practice are not
 
mutually exclusive or isolated entities,they overlap in incongruous and sometimes contentious ways;
it is within these spaces of simultaneous unity and disjunction that we are able to witness the way that
 
informal and formal piety interact to create a complex body of symbols and meanings.See Jones(1964:
212-219).
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natural disjunction between a God“conceived as infinite”and“human needs［that］naturally
 
remain immediate”(Sered 1991:139).God and Christ,for many believers,were faraway entities,
associated with judgment in the case of God,and sacrifice and death in the case of Christ.God
 
was,perhaps,too ethereal and distant to become directly,messily involved in human affairs;
Christ was either the baby in Mary’s arms or the man hanging from the cross(Taylor 1987:11).
Mary,in contrast,was alive―connected to the divine through her son,but living a human life
 
of human suffering (Curcio-Nagy 1996:368);she experienced the crucifixion event,witnessing
 
the death of her son,and then had to somehow continue living and believing. She therefore
 
becomes for the devout“a sympathetic advocate for believers”(Taylor 1987:11),a“living life
-giver［who mitigates］the death imagery of God incarnate crucified”(Sered 1991:136).Where
 
the God,Christ,and the Church at large spoke in a formalized language of divinity,sacrifice,
and judgment, Mary occupied a theological space easily localized and humanized;a space
 
wherein individuals could communicate with the divine in a common language of human need
 
and pain. This becomes clear in studying a small handful of specific traditions of Mary
 
veneration.
The religious histories of colonial Mexico during the seventeenth, eighteenth, and early
 
nineteenth centuries abound with accounts of Marian apparitions and miracles attributed to the
 
Virgin.Whether one is studying the colonial church’s uses for and representations of Mary to
 
the subjugated populace,or the appropriation of those images by the subjected,one cannot deny
 
the salience of the figure and image of Mary for the Catholic cultures that developed in the
 
area. Over the centuries, through a developing tradition of visions of the Virgin and the
 
associated miracles,Mary came to play an increasingly vital role in the way that Catholic laity
 
in the area mitigated the distance between earthly life and God in heaven.Within this context,
two of the most well-known,well-studied, and well-traveled incarnations of Mary are Our
 
Lady of the Remedies (or Remedios,locally and for short)and Our Lady of Guadalupe.
As Curcio-Nagy explains,Our Lady of the Remedies was initially introduced to the native
 
Mexican population as an alien figure of a foreign religion―her image was apparently imposed
 
by Cortes in 1520 in order to prove the superiority of Catholicism over indigenous deities and
?Sered makes the point that the phenomenon of Marian devotion was not a simple matter of ignorant
“folk”diluting or perverting the symbols and concepts of the great tradition;the cultural process was
 
naturally more complex than that.She continues,“the impetus for the cult comes simultaneously from
 
the writings of the great tradition,the needs and hopes of human beings,and the interaction between
 
the two.”This is an important point,and I do not wish to obscure the multi-faceted,integrative,and
 
interactive development of Catholicism’s“Mary tradition.”My point was merely that initially,formal
 
Catholicism had no prescription or stance on the veneration of Mary;it developed one later on in
 
response to the widespread practices of the devout (Sered 1991:140).
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beliefs.?Yet,perhaps partially owing to the belief of the colonial masters and missionaries that
“［Mary］was open to all,listened to all,［and］aided all pure of heart,”as large sections of the
 
native population began to convert to Catholicism,stories of the Virgin appearing directly to
 
the colonized increased and gained in popularity(Curcio-Nagy 1996:368).Twenty years after
 
Cortes introduced Remedios to the area,she appeared on numerous occasions to a Christianized
 
Indian man by the name of Juan de Tobar.Concerned as to how he should react,Tobar confided
 
in a priest,who doubted that the mother of God would appear to one such as he.However,a
 
few days later, Tobar was critically injured after falling from scaffolding;Remedios again
 
visited him,giving him a belt that led to his miraculous recovery.By the 1570s,devotion to this
 
incarnation of Remedios had developed and spread;in 1579 Mexico City officially pledged
 
patronage to her through the erecting of Churches and shrines (Curcio-Nagy 1996:368-371).
Similarly, though initially introduced as a Spanish patron saint, the story of Our Lady of
 
Guadalupe that is celebrated today is that of her appearance to Juan Diego,a fifty year-old
 
Indian man.According to the story,she appeared several times to the man,dark-complexioned
 
and speaking his native language.Local church officials were,of course,skeptical that Mary
 
would appear to a lowly peasant man.As with the story of Remedios,Guadalupe gave Juan
 
Diego signs to prove the validity of his story:a hillside covered with roses that were out of
 
season,and the miraculous appearance of the image of Guadalupe on the Juan Diego’s cloak,
used to transport the flowers.News of the vision spread locally,alongside of which grew rituals
 
of patronage to Our Lady of Guadalupe in north central Mexico (Taylor 1987:21-23).
The significance of Mary to the colonized Indians and later,Mexicans,was two-fold:the
 
position of Mary within Catholicism (as protector and patron saint of the Spanish) lent the
 
colonized who honored her a sort of religious and social legitimacy; on a smaller, more
 
individual scale, Mary’s role as the empathetic, understanding Mother of All enabled the
 
creation of an intimacy,a common ground of experience and concern between Mary and her
 
patrons (Sered 1991:135-137).Taylor notes that for the rural inhabitants of colonial Mexico,
Mary’s “position as a unique mother of miraculous, spontaneous fertility”strengthened the
 
connection between earth and heaven,and specifically between Indian peasants and the Virgin
(Taylor 1987:19).Furthermore,Guadalupe’s appearance to Indians as an Indian woman―dark
-skinned and speaking the native tongue,not scriptural Latin or even Spanish―strengthened
 
this dual role.
?Cortes apparently placed a statue of Remedios in an Aztec temple during the Battle of Tenochtitlan;
her presence there caused it to rain,and proved her superiority over the native idols.When several
 
Indian men attempted to remove the statue from the temple,Mary threw mud into their eyes. See
 
Curcio-Nagy(1996:368).
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When the Virgin came to the Americas,she walked in speaking“vernacular”―not just in the
 
literal sense,as with Juan Diego,but in a larger,more figurative sense,she was perceived and
 
honored as a woman conversant in the woes of everyday life,specifically everyday Indian life:
as Curcio-Nagy notes,“Mary,in particular,understood their suffering because she had suffered
 
so greatly as she watched her son die on the cross...People shared similar hardships and‘lived’
the sorrows of Mary”(Curcio-Nagy 1996:380,see also Sered 1991:139).Not merely in a general
 
sense as I discussed earlier in the paper, but in the specifics of Marian devotion within a
 
particular place at a particular time―colonial Mexico, for example ―Mary’s importance
 
stems from not merely her relation to the divine,but her relationship with the human.
Centuries later in a completely different social,political,and national context―the South-
western United States in the first years of the twenty-first century―popular devotion to the
 
virgin,specifically to her Remedies and Guadalupe manifestations,continues in varying forms.
In both rural and urban settings,local patronage of the Virgin is visible not just in sanctuaries
 
and church cemeteries,but spray-painted on the sides of cars and buildings,tattooed on bodies,
displayed in front of houses as lawn ornaments. Her importance in the lives of Catholic
 
believers has not diminished over time,though it has quite clearly changed in form(see Figure
 
6 and Figure 7).?
One can, of course, argue that these incidences of the Virgin Mary’s image on mundane
 
objects such as houses or human bodies merely points to the increasing commodification and
 
commercialization of religious figures and symbols,the market appropriation of the sacred for
 
the sake of the sale.Indeed,one need only peer into any trinket shop in the country to know
 
that this argument has validity―the Virgin’s body flung on every product from window shades
 
to hand bags to belts.Yet this is only a part of the story.The assumption that every association
 
between the commonplace and the consecrated results in the cheapening of what is holy is a
 
gross oversimplification of the situation, one that completes the task of displacing popular
 
religion in favor of popular secularity:what is sanctified is not and must not be seen as limited
?There is a complete dearth in scholarship on this issue.Though the role of the Virgin Mary has been
 
examined and reexamined in the case of colonial Mexico during the sixteenth, seventeenth, and
 
eighteenth century,and her place as a figure of native Indian and later Mexican nationalism fiercely
 
debated among scholars of history and Catholicism, it seems that few have critically evaluated the
 
presence of Mary in the everyday lives of contemporary Catholics―the descendants of those native
 
Indian and Mexican families,living in the Southwestern United States.This lack limits what I am able
 
to do in this section of the paper,and I can only apologize and cite limited or completely nonexistent
 
resources.Here, then, I am having to draw heavily on my experiential knowledge as a native New
 
Mexican raised in an Hispanic Catholic family,and the observations I am able to make as a resident
 
in Santa Fe.My source material comes from local publications―The Santa Fe New Mexican,primarily
―and conversations with other Catholic individuals in Santa Fe.
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 to what is sanctioned.?
Rather,the occurrence of the Virgin in“mundane”places is indicative of Mary’s ability to
“speak vernacular”with the public,in a way that Church doctrine and text cannot.Specifically
 
in the case of Our Lady of Guadalupe in the Southwest,this is consistent with the role that the
 
Virgin Mary has historically played in the lives of ordinary people:she mediates the space
 
between earthly lives and divinity,making mundane spaces holy(not the other way around),
and by extension,connecting sinful human life with what is holy.While American consumerism
 
has carved a place for the Virgin in product placement and fashion,believers continue to seek
 
a relationship with Mary,one that is not negotiated solely in the form of traditional sacrament
 
or scriptural basis,but rather in a constantly emerging and shifting language of the modern and
 
the mundane.?
When asked why she has decorated her yard with scores of statues of the Virgin,Rita Padilla
 
responded as if the question were redundant and the answer obvious;she said succinctly,“She
 
is my mother.?She is everyone’s mother.She takes care of my house and my family,she knows
 
Figure 6.A typical form of contemporary Marian devotion:from the backyard of a house in New
 
Mexico.
?An interesting debate within this tension occurred in Santa Fe,New Mexico in the spring of 2001,
when a large exhibit including various “secularized”representations of Our Lady of Guadalupe
 
outraged segments of the Catholic community.While some argued that the images debased the Virgin,
others claimed that Mary has always been intimately involved in the minutiae of this realm;some
 
argued sanctity of religion,others the sanctity of artistic freedom and Mary’s role within that expres-
sion.See Constable(2001a,b).
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Figure 7.The worshipping of Our Lady of Guadalupe as depicted in old Mexican and Mexican American
 
retablos.Top:painted on tin,20cm by 25cm,the description reads,“My husband and I had a
 
strong fight.Later,my husband went to bed,the devil inside me was about to gash him with the
 
knife I was carrying,but I felt an invisible hand stopping me.I thank Virgin Mary for avoiding such
 
an atrocity against my husband.”Bottom:painted on tin, 20cm by 22.5cm, the description
 
reads,“Cristino Martinez went to Chihuahua in 19 17 and at the train station in Mexico City,he
 
lost his wife and child.He offered his prayers to the Virgin of Guadalupe,and found his families
 
as the result.He and his families dedicate this retablo in gratitude.”
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how hard my life can be.And I honor our Lady with my house because I want to say thank
 
you.”??Padilla had a clear sense of Mary as intimately involved in her life,as a mother figure,
protecting and comforting her children.The decorations in her yard are not for anyone else’s
 
benefit,they are not a display,they have little to do with commercialism or fad.Quite simply,
it is a way of expressing the relationship she has with Mary,and the gratitude for the Virgin’
s divine involvement in her human life.This expression is decidedly modern in form―it need
 
not be argued that plastic,light-up statues are a relatively recent invention.Yet its content is
 
perhaps astonishingly similar to practices in the colonial period:here,Padilla,the devotee,is
 
very simply communicating with Mary in vernacular.
In a modern world, religious practices have to reform, incorporating new languages, new
 
media,as well as new symbols.The traditions that persist are those that are able to move with
 
this constant flux.Modern Catholics in the United States continue to need Mary,in order to
 
answer basic questions of suffering and need, questions left unsatisfied by most overriding
 
secular systems of thought.It is her ability to converse in a common tongue,constantly shifting
 
its parameters―including at different times and places the discourse of familial distress,issues
 
of farming and famine,and even the most modern of technologies― that ensures that Mary will
 
continue to hold a place of paramount importance for some time to come.The questions I have
 
raised here fit into a larger theoretical framework of dismantling the“traditional religion―
modern secularism”dichotomy that often pervades society and the way we think about society.
Idol Fetishism in Contemporary Urban Japan
 
In the 1960s,young media-promoted personalities called idols(aidoru)generated a whole new
 
domain of popular culture in Japan that was happily sponsored by the media as well as retail
 
corporations specializing in the construction of profit-generating,teen-oriented trends.??Since
 
then,hundreds of idols appeared on television shows,singing melodramatic love songs,dancing
?In Wojcik’s examination of“miraculous photography”in Queens,New York,he notes the interesting
 
way that modern technology is entering the discourse of saint worship: the trappings of “modern
 
world,”usually conceived as secular and (by some)corrupt,are being appropriated as a part of the
 
conversation between humans and the divine. I perceive this as another example of believers com-
municating with Mary in a sort of“vernacular”―in this case, technology and specifically Polaroid
 
photography functions as a common language medium.Mary is not cheapened or in any way secular-
ized by her association with or use of the photographs for the realization of her message;it is simply
 
a way of communicating with modern individuals in a language which can be widely used and
 
understood.See Wojcik (1996:129-132).
?The woman with whom I spoke stated that she did not wish to have her real name included in the
 
work;allowing me to use a photo of her house was personally revealing enough.
??Interview,21 May 2004.
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to peppy electronic tunes,and striking classy poses in commercials that advertise products.Idol
 
performances continue today,with the nation-wide celebration of idol groups such as SMAP
 
and Morning Musume (Morning Girls), as well as individual personalities such as Ryo?ko
 
Hirosue,Yumi Adachi,and Aya Matsu’ura,better known by her nickname“Ayaya”(Figure 8).
Adult critics tend to ridicule the apparent crudeness of idol performances as“artless,”“fluffy,”
or“bubble-gummy,”but this does not discourage young people from taking active parts in idol
 
consumption.There is a good reason for this:idols are attractive to their followers precisely
 
because they appear to be imperfect and extraordinary at the same time.
My intention in the current exploration of the idol phenomena is to exemplify how idolatry
―as trivial and mysterious as it may seem― works as an organizing force for young-and
 
young-adult followers in contemporary Japanese consumer culture and/or mass society.Just as
 
traditional religious institutions sanctified people’s customs and lifestyles,popular icons of our
 
time consecrate the living environment of their fans.While the practitioners of religious rituals
 
follow the prescribed set of behavioral rules in order to bring about the desired transformations
 
in participants,those who compete for survival in the consumer society of contemporary urban
 
Japan develop their own set of rules that could be characterized as popular rituals.
Idols and their promoters strive to establish their positions in the consumer market,which is
 
characterized by competition over stylistic details of commodities,and in so doing they struggle
 
over the production of personal images that can appeal to their buyers.How can idols become
 
desirable objects in contemporary urban Japan?How do idol followers and cultural institutions
 
revolve around these young personalities?These questions which I wish to investigate in this
 
section are predictable,but I have not yet seen any insightful explanations for them.
In North America, high self-esteem is strongly emphasized through notions such as self-
reliance (Hsu 1953).“The squeaky wheel,”as the English saying goes,“gets the grease.”In
 
contrast, Japanese tend to expect their members to tone down their individual opinions in
 
deference to those of the group or social norm.The practice of thinking too highly of oneself
 
is discouraged,as in the saying,“The nail that sticks out gets hammered down”(Deru kugi wa
 
utareru).Of course,characterizing these cultural propensities as national character dangerously
??Idol performances,known collectively as the“idol-pop,”emerged in Japan in the late 1960s in the
 
general category of popular music,or kayo?kyoku.Unlike many of its predecessors in pop music that
 
touched on more mature subjects and were targeted mainly at adults,idols came to represent adoles-
cence.They are roughly equivalent to young idols and idol groups in the United States and Western
 
Europe such as Frank Sinatra,Paul Anka,Tony Bennett,Silvie Vartan,the Shirelles,and Shangri-Las
 
in the 1960s;Shawn Cassidy and the Bay City Rollers in the 1970s;Debbie Gibson,Madonna,Menudo,
Candi,and New Kids on the Block in the 1980s;the Beastie Boys,Shampoo,Back Street Boys,Hanson,
Spice Girls in the 1990s;and Britney Spears as well as Christina Aguilera in the 2000s.
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Figure 8.Contemporary Japanese pop idols SMAP (top)and Ayaya (bottom)striking shapely poses.
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misrepresents the diversities within each culture.??Yet studies in cross-cultural communica-
tions show that different social groups develop different communicative protocols that rein-
force these behavioral tendencies (Kondo 1990;Yamada 1990).??
Popular celebrities embody this cross-cultural difference. Herd (1984) argues that most
 
American stars are popular because of their outstanding personal attributes,whereas Japanese
 
idols most typically become popular by depicting images that are fairly standard:appearance,
ability, and charm that are above average, but not so much as to alienate or offend the
 
audience.Prototypical idols are“just enough to provide their fans with the sense that they too
 
could be stars if they try hard enough”(Herd 1984:77,78).Japanese allude to this characteristic
 
as to?shindai,or“life-sized.”Life-sized idols keep pace with their audiences:they perform as
 
familiar personalities rather than outstanding stars.My interview with a group of enthusiastic
 
idol fans revealed that idols are attractive because they appear friendly, benevolent, and
 
reachable.One fan told me that the fact he could almost reach his idol but could not actually
 
capture her provided him with a sense of great excitement.This sense of“almost but not quite
 
reachable”motivates idol fans to go after their favorite idols continuously. Elsewhere, my
 
interview with Hideyoshi Aizawa,the president of Sun Music Productions,demonstrated that
 
the life-sized image of idols helps produce feelings of solidarity and reciprocity.??By being life
-sized,idols can harmonize with the audience from their generation,and publicly confirm that
 
they are supporting each other.Although idols are expected to become role models of some
 
kind,and to represent the public in certain ways,this role can not be accomplished unless they
 
keep pace with the people around them.
Playing on the needs of young people to socialize, life-sized idols are marketed as the
 
personifiers of ideal girls or boys next door (tonari no onna no ko or tonari no otoko no ko).
Ogawa (1988)calls idols“quasi-companions”(gijiteki nakama)because they can provide their
 
teenage followers with an imagined sense of intimacy ―the feeling that affirms cultural
??See,for example,Mourer and Sugimoto’s (1986)critique of Japanese group models.
??Yamada’s comparative study of conversational styles between American and Japanese businessmen
 
shows that the different cultural expectations that Japanese and American businessmen develop in
 
regard to verbal communication influences the way they actually talk:On the one hand,the Japanese
-for whom talk is considered to lead to unreliable or mistrustful interactions that jeopardize collectivity
-employ nonconfrontational strategies in conversation that use the mistrusted medium of talk in a way
 
that still allows for speakers and listeners to reach collective goals.On the other hand,Americans-who
 
try to express themselves and relate to one another through talk-use conversational strategies that can
 
enhance both individuality and collectivity(Yamada 1990:253).
??Sun Music,Inc.is known for its promotion of big adolescent pop stars like Kensaku Morita (debut
 
1969),Junko Sakurada (debut 1973),Seiko Matsuda (debut 1980),Yu?Hayami(debut 1982),and Noriko
 
Sakai (debut 1987).
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emphasis on interconnectedness in Japan.Ogawa contends that although the companionship
 
which Japanese idols emphasize is understood as artificial, impervious, and thereby realized
 
only in fantasy,the intimacy it evokes can be as strong as,or even stronger than,that shared
 
among school friends (1988:122,123).Unlike real-life companions,with whom there is always
 
the potential for conflict and loss of friendship, idols smile and appear to be friendly all the
 
time.Unlike real people,idols never reject those who wish to approach them.That is,idols are
 
benevolent and merciful―provided,of course,that the relationship one can establish with these
 
young adorable personalities is professional in nature (1988:123).This is precisely where the
 
iconic power of the idol is located:in the transformative power that enables idols to function
 
in contemporary urban Japan both as the healers of adolescent spirits and as generational
 
guides.
A former editor in chief of Gakken’s monthly idol magazine,Bomb!(1979-present)elaborated
 
on this point and said that one of the primary functions of idols is to sympathize with
 
experiences and emotions of those who undergo youth,or seishun no mon (gateway to youth),
by means of encouraging messages and performances. Idols enact the role of compassionate
 
partners who are capable of comforting that particular age-group of adolescents who become
 
sensitive about their life and their world―due to their hormonal development and correspond-
ing tensions,emotional ambiguities,curiosities toward the opposite sex,senses of conflict with
 
society,quests for the meaning of existence,and problems associated with romance as well as
 
other interpersonal relationships.Idols could share these issues with their followers,and even
 
supervise them,by expressing their own ideas about youthful experiences. In so doing, idols
 
provide their fans with a sense of community. The former editor in chief used the term
“skinship”to signify this fictive emotional tie between idols and their fans.“Skinship”is a
 
clever combination of“closeness”(signified by skin)and“kinship”that does not simply mean
 
intimate contact,but also involves a sense of family connection.
Activities that build and maintain intimacy between idols and their audiences are carried out
 
to a degree that has no apparent equivalent in the American stardom scene.Idols publish essays
 
periodically, and much of these offer empathetic messages to young audiences, wherein
 
performers share their youthful visions and efforts.Song lyrics also enable empathetic commu-
nication between idols and their followers.Idol songs are typically about having a“crush”on
 
someone, but they can be more sophisticated: ballads sung by idols express sorrows and
 
frustrations that may be felt by adolescents when relationships fail as the result of their lack
 
of communicative skills,while up-beat songs generate optimistic attitudes toward life;and both
 
of these traits are developed within the grand scheme of romance.A great many narratives
 
epitomized by idols provide pathways that allow young listeners to develop as social beings.
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Additional idol duties in Japan include handshaking ceremonies(akushu kai)that accompany
 
stage performances,get-togethers with fans(fan no tsudoi)where fans can talk and play games
 
with their favorite idol,public photo shoots (satsuei kai)where idols strike poses for amateur
 
photographers,known as“camera kids”(kamera kozo?),and periodic correspondences with fans
 
by letter and through the internet.When idols release CDs and promotional videos or publish
 
photo albums or essays,autograph ceremonies (sign kai)are held for buyers at retail outlets.
There are also idol hotlines for fans wishing to hear recorded idol messages or learn about
 
upcoming idol events, as well as web pages where one can read an idol’s personal profile,
including place and date of birth,blood type,hobbies,and prospects in life.Promotion agencies
 
organize some of these profiles,while fans and support groups construct others.All of these
 
practices are part of producing an interactive space-time that materializes the imagined
 
companionship,and thereby facilitates a sense of collectivity between idols and their audience
 
within a controlled environment.
Fan clubs and support groups develop as idol candidates make their debut.Some of these
 
voluntary support groups produce their own events and publications that are intended to
 
contribute to the celebration of their adolescent stars.Some enthusiastic idol-fans are referred
 
to as aidoru otaku or“hardcore idol aficionados”for their cult-like devotion.They follow their
 
favorite idols to various events,collect idol goods,and embellish their living space with idol-
related materials―often to the extent that nothing else really matters to them.??Participants
 
in the idol cult are adolescents and young adults whose ages range,in my observation,between
 
early teens and mid twenties―mostly those to whom romantic fantasies have a maximum
 
appeal because they are not married.
In a series of fieldwork I conducted among idol fans,I occasionally visited the homes of idol
 
fans to observe their communications with idols on the internet.Each of these fans paid the
 
annual registration fee of about 3,000 yen to join the program,which was provided by a media
 
agency.For this one received three monthly sessions,each of which lasted for approximately
 
one hour.In these sessions,fans could freely correspond with their idols as well as each other
 
in cyberspace.Each session ended with a quiz that tested the fans’knowledge about the idol,
and the winner of this quiz received memorabilia that was subsequently delivered to his/her
??Enthusiastic fans,known as “idol chasers”(aidoru okkake), follow their idols almost everywhere,
awaiting the chance to have a close encounter.Those who prefer to be more organized team up as
“cheering squads”(ouen-dan)in order to encourage their idol on the stage with choreographed cheers,
while others create voluntary support groups,known as“supporting squads”(shin’eitai),in the spirit of
 
what one former member described as demonstrating the members’dedication to their idol and
 
protecting her from possible dangers.
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home.Sessions typically began with a brief introduction by the server that welcomed partici-
pants and introduced the guests.The guests usually began by greeting their fans,and then the
 
fans replied by sending their greetings, asking questions, and writing supportive comments.
Messages are posted on a first-come first-serve basis, but lengthier messages tended to be
 
interrupted by other messages.
Idol fans that I followed frequently read popular idol magazines,which contained idol photos,
featured interviews,and commentaries.The readers’columns,which consisted of letters and
 
homemade idol cartoons,often followed these.These sections together constituted a mode of
 
communication between idols and their fans in which the editors acted as a stand-in. In her
 
observation of the appearance of idols in Japanese fashion magazines for adolescents,White
 
points out that young pop-idols speak to their readers with solidly predictable advice about
 
being loyal in friendships,working hard at school,and holding on to a dream about a special
 
someone(1995:266).My observation confirmed this point:magazines that featured idols were
 
expected to generate an interactive space wherein idols functioned as spokespersons for
 
adolescent lifestyles.
Not only are idol images used by private corporations to empower their advertisements,but
 
the images of“the adolescent companion”are also manipulated by the state in order to attract
 
public attention.One example of this is an annual campaign held by the Ministry of Health and
 
Labor to deal with drug-related problems.The members of the organizing committee apparent-
ly perceive that drug abuse is on the rise and this imposes a serious threat to the well-being of
 
the Japanese nation, especially the young people.Each year, the committee asks a popular,
healthy-looking idol to become the “citizen’s representative”(shimin daihyo?) for that year.
Public events are held on a monthly basis, and the chosen idol appears with committee
 
representatives and local politicians to address the public about the devastating effects of drug
 
use. Elsewhere, some selected idols perform as “one-day police officers”in public safety
 
campaigns organized by the National Police Agency, calling on the public, particularly the
 
young people,to follow traffic rules.Other idols participate in campaigns designed to promote
 
public transportation.Still others participate in baseball games by throwing the first pitch.The
 
list of these campaign rituals is endless(Figure 9).Thus,the life-sized images of idols are used
 
as an iconic means to generate popular devotion and direct the public consciousness toward
 
certain transformative goals in the socioeconomic and political sectors of contemporary Japan.
Pop-idol cult is certainly different from religious cults with respect to the degree of loyalty
 
expressed by their members,causes and goals of organization,as well as tasks assigned to their
 
leaders.In maintaining their integration,religious cults tend to demand that members demon-
strate their commitment to charismatic leaders.In contrast,idol cults tend to rely on relaxed
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 voluntary commitments of fans to their idols.Any idol fan can freely worship an idol whenever
 
s/he wishes,or adore two or more different idols at the same time without being pressured all
 
that much.Religious cults tend to hold social change as their mission,although idol cults do not
 
necessarily seek to reform society.When asked,some enthusiastic idol fans to whom I talked
 
did say that certain causes drive their dedication to their idols:to preserve their ideal images.
No idol considered spiritual revolution to be their predestined task,even though they were
 
happy to see someone being comforted spiritually by their performances. However, these
 
aspects do not discourage the compatibility in the devotional structure between the two
 
phenomenological categories of religious fetishism and the fetishism of commoditized personal-
ities in popular culture.The transcendental power of idolized personalities for enthusiastic idol
 
fans can be as effective as that found among the worshippers of Guanyin in China and the
 
believers of Virgin Mary in Catholic America ―provided that idols are the only icons that
 
matter for idol fans,and to the extent that consumerism becomes the single most-important
 
system of meaning to be relied upon by these idol consumers on their day-to-day basis.
Conclusions
 
The current study explored the relationship between icons and laities across different social,
cultural and historical settings in order to understand why and how certain icons gained so
 
much importance for their followers.As shown,the ordinary worshippers necessitate and honor
 
Figure 9 .An idol Miho Shiraishi strikes her pose as the citizen’s representative in the Ministry of
 
Foreign Affair’s 2004 travel-abroad safety campaign.
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icons as instruments for the better construal of their world, greater empowerment of their
 
selves,and evermore meaningful cultivation of their lives.The transcendental power of icons
 
is indicative of the worshippers’perception that their icons “speak”in familiar tones while
 
possessing extraordinary powers with which these icons can guide their followers through life.
By being considered to mediate the space between earthly lives and divinity,make mundane
 
spaces holy,and connect sinful human life with the sacred realm,Virgin Mary,Gwanyin and
 
Japanese idols have come to occupy their positions as the intercessors and benevolent protec-
tors of common people―positions that cannot be attained by more wholly divine and authori-
tarian figures such as the God,Deities,and the stars.
While contemporary popular culture and consumer society have carved out a place for
 
popular icons in product placement and fashion,believers continue to seek relationships with
 
their icons which are not negotiated solely in the form of traditional sacrament,but rather in
 
a constantly emerging and shifting language of the modern and the mundane. The visual
 
content of icons may shift through the incorporation of new languages,new media,and new
 
styles,so far as their followers find the transformation convenient,but such a shift will not alter
 
the essential quality of icons as a mediating agent between the two domains of mundane and
 
sacred. This demonstrates the more general tendency of popular icons to configure and
 
reconfigure popular imagination sociohistorically. It is in this regard that pop-idols can be
 
interpreted as the contemporary manifestations of religious icons,especially for those to whom
 
traditional images of divinity such as Virgin Mary and Guanyin do not speak.And,it is in this
 
respect that we are not surprised by the emergence of such a hybrid icon as Maria-Guanyin
(Maria-Kan’non)at a time when the premodern Japanese state persecuted Christians.Building
 
on the transcendental function shared between Guanyin and Virgin Mary,Japanese Christians
 
of the premodern era,otherwise known as “Christians in hiding”(kakure kirishitan),cloaked
 
their Marian devotion with the conventional imagery of Gwanyin in order to survive the harsh
 
condition of existence that was imposed by the government of the time(Figure 10).
Through a collaborative study of popular icons,the authors tried to add a new chapter to
 
their ongoing investigation concerning the social meaning of images.It is our utmost aim to
 
indicate through studies such as the one presented here that humans rely on conventional
 
images as a way of enhancing their lifeworld on day-to-day basis.Proponents of contemporary
 
global economy such as Appadurai (1990,1996),Friedman (1990),and Miller (1997)stress the
 
importance of imagination in this era of globalization.In such an era of increased migration and
 
extended media networking,images and fictions,says Appadurai,have become an activity of
 
unprecedented importance,and we must develop a new form of ethnography that would take
 
into account the dynamic between the global imagination and local lifestyles(1996:52).We,on
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 the other hand,contend that imagination is not anything unique to this era of global capitalism,
and that scholastic disciplines such as visual anthropology have always paid attention to the
 
relationship between the universal function of images and locally-specific configurations―as
 
well as points in which these two elements are mediated. Our comparative case study has
 
focused on imaginative practices that revolve around popular icons in order to demonstrate the
 
essential aspect of humans as symbolic animals:indeed,we humans are not only what we eat
 
and wear,or where we live,but also how we imagine ourselves in our world.We have always
 
been this way,and we will continue to be this way―however we alter the contents of our
 
imagination,or talk about the way in which we imagine things.
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